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Nowadays, with the wide application of industrial control facilities, industrial control protocol reverse engineering has signifcant security
implications. Te reverse method of industrial protocol based on sequence alignment is the current mainstream method because of its
high accuracy. However, this method will incur a huge time overhead due to unnecessary alignments during the sequence alignment
process. In this paper, we optimize the traditional sequence alignment method by combining the characteristics of industrial control
protocols.We improve the frequent sequencemining algorithm, Apriori, to propose amore efcient Bag-of-Words generation algorithm
for fnding keywords. Ten, we precluster the messages based on the generated Bag-of-Words to improve the similarity of the message
within a cluster. Finally, we propose an industrial control protocol message preclusteringmodel for sequence alignment, namely, IMCSA.
We evaluate it over fve industrial control protocols, and the results show that IMCSA can generate clusters with highermessage similarity,
which will greatly reduce the invalid alignments existing in the sequence alignment stage and ultimately improve the overall efciency.

1. Introduction

Te industrial control protocol is a collection of rules,
standards, or conventions established for the exchange of
data in the industrial control network, and it is an indis-
pensable part of communication between entities of the
Industrial Internet [1–3]. Terefore, industrial control
protocols have become a common target for attackers to
carry out network attacks. Conversely, industrial control
protocols have also become the focus of defense against these
attacks [4–6]. However, because of commercial and security
factors, most industrial control protocol specifcations are
not open to the public [7, 8]. Tese private industrial control
protocols pose a challenge for protocol analysis. As a result,
industrial control protocol reverse engineering has gradually
attracted the attention of industry and academia [9].

Industrial control protocol reverse engineering (ICPRE)
is currently one of the most efective means to analyze

unknown industrial control protocols, which can restore the
protocol specifcation (protocol format, semantic informa-
tion, and state transition information) by reverse analysis of
the target protocol messages [10–12] without the target
protocol design specifcation. Te ICPRE method based on
sequence alignment has become the most practical main-
stream means at present because of its high accuracy.
However, there are still some problems with the reverse
analysis of industrial control protocols based on sequence
alignment, especially in terms of time overhead. However,
most existing related works[13–20] focus on how to in-
troduce additional information to improve the accuracy of
the format extraction results, while ignoring the potentially
signifcant overhead. Terefore, we conducted a study to
improve the efciency of the algorithm.

Te reverse approach based on sequence alignment
utilizes a multiple sequence alignment algorithm (MSA) [21]
to align sequences and calculate the similarity scores
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between sequences. However, this method takes a lot of time
for aligning message pairs. In particular, aligning two se-
quences with very low similarity is completely unnecessary
because their alignment results will be discarded. To reduce
these unnecessary sequence alignments, we provide a better
alignment space for it by preclustering. Te messages with
high similarity will be clustered together and then sequence
alignment will be performed in each cluster, which can
efectively reduce unnecessary alignments and improve the
efciency of the whole algorithm.

1.1. Our Work. In this paper, we propose a Bag-of-Words
generation algorithm for fnding keywords of unknown
protocol messages. Ten, we apply it to a message clustering
model, called IMCSA (industrial control protocol message
preclustering for sequence alignment). Te model can ef-
fectively enhance the accuracy of clustering results in the
data preprocessing stage, thus reducing the time overhead of
the sequence alignment process.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as
follows:

(1) We propose the Bag-of-Words generation algorithm
(BWG) to fnd the frequent sequences by optimizing
Apriori and we propose a frequent sequence dis-
crimination strategy. We label the frequent se-
quences according to their frequencies, and those
sequences that satisfy the threshold condition will be
considered keywords. Furthermore, these labels can
be used for feature extraction, and we can also align
messages with the same format but diferent feld
values based on these tags in future work.

(2) We propose a message clustering model called
IMCSA, which can cluster messages with high
similarity without posterior probability. IMCSA
provides a better alignment space for sequence
alignment.

(3) We evaluate IMCSA over fve industrial control
protocols. Our experimental results show that
IMCSA enables better clustering of industrial control
protocol messages.

2. Related Work

In this section, we will discuss some current work related to
our research.

2.1. Industrial Control Protocol Reverse Methods. To date,
there is still relatively little work related to ICPRE, and the
methods based on sequence alignment of network trace are
still the currently dominant approaches. In 2004, Beddoe
[22, 23] frst introduced the biological alignment method
into the protocol reverse work, and then he proposed the
protocol informatics (PI) algorithm by combining Needle-
man&Wunsch and UPGMA. Te sequence alignment al-
gorithm has been reused in many subsequent works. In
2007, Cui et al. [14] improved the PI algorithm and in-
troduced the concept of delimiters in a pioneering way.Tey

applied it to Discover, which yielded good utility in ana-
lyzing textual protocols but did not work well for binary
protocols.

Apart from that, some researchers have introduced
heuristics to ICPRE. In 2018, Kai et al. [24] achieved accurate
feld segmentation and structure identifcation of industrial
control protocols by combining taint analysis. However, it is
difcult to implement and analyze such methods because of
their high impact on the stability of the industrial control
system and high controllability requirements. In 2020, Wang
et al. [17] proposed an XGBoost model to achieve the ex-
traction of industrial control protocol feature felds based on
V-gram. However, the method is sensitive to the number and
diversity of captured messages. In 2020, Zhao and Liu [13]
applied deep learning techniques to protocol inversion and
introduced temporality. Te method has high generality and
accuracy, but it requires a large number of samples to train the
model. In 2021, Liu et al. [25] introduced the concept of entry
distance and proposed IPRFW, which efectively locates the
boundaries of felds using probabilistic methods. However,
the method may flter out variable felds and is not robust.

2.2. Keyword Extraction Methods. At present, there have
been several research works on keyword extraction. In
2013, Luo and Yu [26] improved the Apriori algorithm to
extract frequent sequences of binary protocols as keywords
for the problem of inverse analysis of binary protocols. Te
accuracy and efciency of the sequence alignment algo-
rithm were efectively improved, but the time complexity
problem of the Apriori algorithm was not solved. In 2014,
Bossert et al. [16] introduced contextual semantic infor-
mation into the sequence alignment process and imple-
mented Netzob. Netzob is still the mainstream analysis tool
in the feld of protocol reverse engineering. However, this
method only introduces more information at the sequence
alignment level to improve the accuracy but does not
optimize its overhead. In 2014, Ji et al. [27] proposed a
multi-mode matching algorithm for UAV protocol to
extract keywords, and then Shim et al. [12] introduced
message transmission direction to extract the features of
Modbus. In 2021, Choi et al. [28] proposed a reverse
method for the cryptographic protocol CAN. However,
these works are not universal, and they are only applicable
to certain specifc protocols. In 2021, Wang et al. [20]
introduced semantic information into the protocol reverse
work, which greatly improved the accuracy of analysis
results. However, the approach introduces a signifcant
time overhead in the semantic premining phase.

In particular, Netplier [19] is the most representative
scheme in recent years. In 2021, Ye et al. [19] proposed
Netplier for the keyword extraction problem. By introducing
multiple constraint relations and posterior probabilities,
Netplier selects the candidate with the highest probability as
the keyword. Tis method largely improves the accuracy of
keyword searches and the correctness of clustering results.
However, it introduces a very high overhead in the con-
struction of the keyword candidate set and the judging of the
candidates.
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In summary, industrial control protocol reverse engi-
neering is still in starting stage, and the sequence alignment-
based methods are still the mainstream of industrial control
protocol reverse work. However, most of the existing related
research is focused on the accuracy of the reverse results in
depth. Te reverse method based on the sequence alignment
algorithm has a high time overhead and there is still little
work available on this problem.

3. Problem Definition

In this section, we frst introduce the basic process of in-
dustrial control protocol reverse engineering. Ten, we
present the research focus and our system’s design goals for
this work.

3.1. ICPRE Model. As shown in Figure 1, the industrial
protocol reverse work is divided into four main parts.

(i) Data Preprocessing. Te data preprocessing phase
formats the captured trafc to provide analysis
samples for the protocol reverse work.

(ii) Format Inference. Te format inference phase is
the main part of the protocol reverse work, which
is responsible for parsing the protocol format
felds.

(iii) Semantic Inference. Te semantic inference stage
obtains the functional and semantic information of
the feld by analyzing the parsed feld format.

(iv) State Machine Inference. Te state machine in-
ference phase constructs and simplifes the state
machine to obtain protocol state transfer
information.

Te ultimate goal of our study is to reduce the time
overhead of the sequence alignment algorithm in the format
inference phase. In this paper, we focus our research on the
data preprocessing stage. We optimize the data processing
phase to provide an optimal sequence alignment space for
the subsequent format inference. Tis will efectively avoid
unnecessary alignments between low-similarity sequences
and improve the overall efciency.

Firstly, we defne keywords as the words by which we can
better cluster the messages together in their original symbol
format.Ten, we cluster themessages based on the keywords
to improve the similarity of messages in the same cluster.
With this approach, we can then reduce the invalid align-
ments in the format inference stage and improve the ef-
ciency of the overall work.

3.2.DesignGoals. We propose the design goals of IMCSA to
address the problems. We believe that IMCSA should
achieve the following goals:

(i) Accuracy. Te accuracy of the clustering results is
the primary goal of our proposed method. We hope
that IMCSA will cluster messages of the same
format without posterior probabilities.

(ii) Efciency. We hope that the time overhead of the
clustering phase will not afect the total overhead of
the overall protocol reverse work.

(iii) Applicability. We hope that the proposed method
and system can be applied to most industrial control
protocols, not just to a few specifc ones.

4. BW Generation Algorithm

In this section, we present the design details of our algo-
rithm. We frst introduce the basic algorithm of BWG.Ten,
we detail the functions of the various modules of the al-
gorithm and core strategies.

4.1.Heuristic. By analyzing the design specifcations of most
public industrial control protocols, we propose two types of
protocol characteristics: inter and intra-message charac-
teristics [7, 19, 29].

Inter-message characteristics refer to the features and
patterns exhibited between diferent messages during the
communication process. Generally speaking, the number of
protocol formats is limited because of the simplicity and
practicality of the protocol design. Te formats in the two
directions of request and response are also diferent. Usually,
there is an extra feld (e.g., confrmationmessage, error code,
and so on) in the format of the response. In addition, the
symbols of each complete communication process usually
exhibit periodic characteristics.

Intra-message features refer to the features displayed
between diferent felds in a message, which is also the
starting point for most of the current work. Due to the
readability of the protocol design, the number of felds used
by a protocol is limited. Moreover, each feld contained in
each message has its meaning, and the feld information
except the carried data information constitutes the dictio-
nary of the protocol specifcation. In addition, there are also
some relationships between the felds before and after each
message (for example, the value of the length feld represents
the length of the feld it points to).

Previous work [14] has expressed the felds as TLV (type-
length-value). Also, the type is based on the statistical
characteristics represented by its value. In this paper,
according to the frequency of the sequence in the message,
we label the type as C (fxed value), H (high-frequency
value), and L (low-frequency value), respectively.

4.2. Basic Algorithm. Luo and Yu [26] used the Apriori
algorithm to mine frequent sequences. Tey selected two
sequences with the highest frequency at a time to merge and
use the merged sequence as a candidate to search again. Tis
method has a high time overhead. Based on the basic idea of
the Apriori algorithm, we draw the following conclusions:

(i) Te occurrence frequency of a sequence is always
greater than or equal to its superstring and less than
or equal to its substring.

(ii) If the subsequence is not a frequent string, then the
superstring must also not be a frequent string.
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Likewise, if the superstring is a frequent sequence,
then the substring must also be a frequent sequence.

On this basis, we have improved the Apriori algorithm.
We call the improved algorithm the Bags-of-Words Gen-
erate (BWG).We obtain the new string by expanding the old
string on the message sequence. Ten, we directly determine
the relationship between the new string and the original
string. Finally, we operate on it according to diferent de-
termination strategies. Te algorithm of BWG is shown in
Algorithm 1.

Te algorithm consists of four modules, Initialize, Ex-
pand, Judge, and Vote.

Initialize. In this module, we use the current traversal
character as the initialization sequence. Also, we cal-
culate the key threshold information required during
the loop based on the message information.
Voting. In this module, we compute the frequency of
the input sequence using a voting algorithm. For the
input candidate s, all voters mi in the message set M

vote for it. If the voter mi contains s, then vote for it.
Eventually, the vote percentage of s is obtained based
on the voting, and the vote percentage is used as the
frequency of that sequence in the message set as the
output.
Expand. In this module, we expand the old sequence
backward one character at a time (half a byte in
hexadecimal messages) according to the ofset position
of the old sequence in the message mi. We take the
dilated sequence as output.
Judge. Tis module is the core of this algorithm. In this
module, we take the old and new sequences and their
vote percentage as input. Also, the output is a keyword
discrimination strategy. Typically, the two felds in a

protocol message exhibit diferent entropy values at
their splits [30]. Tis is because the message is a
combination of felds, and the arrangement and
combination of the felds determine the format and
semantics of the packet.When the character occurrence
frequency entropy value changes drastically, we can
consider that the felds are boundary values. Terefore,
based on the above ideas, we make diferent determi-
nations for the input. Te determination strategies are
shown in Algorithm 2.

5. IMCSA

In this section, we present the details of the proposed system.
We frst introduce the system architecture. Ten, we detail
the various modules of IMCSA. Finally, we present the
calculation of the signifcant threshold.

5.1. System Architecture. As shown in Figure 2, IMCSA is
composed of three main modules:

(1) Message Preprocessing Module. In this module, based
on the multi-layer structure of the protocol design,
we extract the known information of the underlying
traditional protocol and the data information of the
unknown protocol of the target layer. Ten, we
preprocess the message based on the extracted
information.

(2) BW Generation Module. In this module, we use the
proposed BWG to process the target layer protocol
information. Ten, we obtain the keyword set B.

(3) Feature Extraction and Clustering Module. In this
module, we perform feature extraction for messages

Network Trafc Data Pre-Processing

Sequence Alignment

Format Inference

Semantic Inference
State Machine

Inference

Industrial Control
Protocol Features

Figure 1: Te model of industrial control protocol reverse engineering.
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Input: preprocessed message set: M; threshold: τ
Output: Bag-of-Word set B

(1) for mi ∈M do
(2) old str← initialize.
(3) forHalf Bytej ∈ mido
(4) old fre � cal fre(old str);
(5) ifold fre> � τthen
(6) new str � Expand(old str);
(7) new fre � cal fre(new str);
(8) ifnew fre> τthen
(9) Judge(old str, new str, B);
(10) end
(11) else
(12) old str⟶ B;
(13) old_str� new_char;
(14) end
(15) end
(16) end
(17) end
(18) return B.

ALGORITHM 1: BW generation.

Input: string before and after expansion: old str, new str; expanded character: new char; threshold: u; Bag-of-Word: B

Output: judgement: case
(1) old fre � cal fre(old str)
(2) new fre � cal fre(new str)
(3) new chars � expand(new char)
(4) chars fre � cal_fre (new chars)
(5) if old fre �� 1 then
(6) ifnew fre! � 1&& len(old str> � 2)then
(7) label (old str)
(8) case1: old str⟶ B; old str � new char
(9) end
(10) else
(11) case2: old str � new str
(12) end
(13) end
(14) if old fre< 1 then
(15) ifchars fre �� 1then
(16) label (old str)
(17) case1: old str⟶ B; old str � new char
(18) end
(19) else
(20) ifabs(new fre − old fre)> � uthen
(21) label (old str)
(22) case1: old str⟶ B; old str � new char
(23) end
(24) else
(25) case2: old str � new str
(26) end
(27) end
(28) end
(29) return case.

ALGORITHM 2: Keyword discrimination strategy.
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based on the frequent sequences in B. Finally, the
messages are clustered by the feature vectors.

5.2. Message Preprocessing. In this module, we extract the
fve-tuple of messages, denoted as < times tamp, src ip,
dst ip, src port, dst port> . Ten, we process the message
based on the fve-tuple in the following steps.

(i) Session Extraction. Te target of our analysis is the
network traces, which is the capturedmessage trafc.
Typically, the unknown protocols we analyze are
usually in the application layer. Based on other
existing public protocol information, we can extract
a lot of useful information. Ten, we can reconstruct
sessions based on them.

(ii) Direction Segmentation. Protocols are designed to
enable the communication of data between enti-
ties. In general, the complete communication
process consists of two phases: connection es-
tablishment and data transmission, and the pro-
tocol formats display diferent characteristics in
these two phases. Terefore, we divide the

reconstructed sessions into sets of diferent di-
rections based on the extracted fve-tuple
information.

By processing the above steps, we divide themessage into
sets with the same session and in the same direction. Te
sequence of messages after the data preprocessing is rep-
resented as

M �〈m1, m2, m3, . . . , mn〉. (1)

5.3. BW Generation. In this module, we use the BWG al-
gorithm described above to process the sequence of pre-
processed messages. With the BW algorithm, we can obtain
a collection of keywords for the sample messages, called Bag-
of-Words, which are represented as

Bi �〈w1: t1; w2: t2; . . . , wn: tn〉, (2)

where wi denotes the keywords and ti denotes the tag in-
formation. For example, Bi � 〈k1: C; k2: H; k3: L〉 indi-
cates that k1 is fxed value, k2 is high-frequency value, and k3
is low-frequency value.

Pre-processing

Session Extraction Direction Segmentation

Raw Messages

Tuples

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

M

M

M

BWG
Expand

Vote

Judge

Initialize

m1
m2

Bag-of-words

Cluster

Feature Extraction Clustering
Clusters

Figure 2: Architecture of IMCSA.
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5.4. Feature Extraction and Clustering. To eliminate the
efect of variable-length felds on the ofsets, we introduce
forward and backward ofsets, where

offset forwardk � 
k− 1

i�0
li,

offset backwardk � 
n

i�k+1
li.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

Ten, we represent eachmessage as a sequence of pattern
strings S and generate the corresponding feature vector V,
which is represented as

Si � t l1(  − t l2(  − t l3(  − · · · − t ln( ,

Vi �〈 w1: l1: o f1: o b1( , . . . , wn: ln: o fn: o bn 〉,


(4)

where tk denotes the tag of the feld, lk denotes the length of
the feld, and o fk and o bk denote the forward ofset and
backward ofset, respectively.

Finally, we cluster messages based on the feature vectors.

5.5. Treshold Calculation. Finally, we will discuss the cal-
culation of the important threshold in our algorithm.

Previous work in determining keywords usually com-
pares the frequency of string occurrences with a predefned
threshold. If the frequency is greater than the threshold, it is
considered to be a frequent sequence. In these works, the
threshold is usually set to a fxed value. However, the
threshold that determines whether a string is a keyword or
not should simply not be a fxed value. Due to the char-
acteristics of the message and the string itself, other factors
can afect this threshold, such as the length of the string. We
fnd that the length of the string is inversely proportional to
the threshold. As an extreme example, when the candidate
string is very short, it cannot be directly defned as a keyword
even if it occurs very frequently. Conversely, when the
candidate keyword is very long, we can be lenient with it.
Given a candidate string s, the frequent threshold τ(s) of the
candidate string is obtained by the following equation:

τ(s) � c × e
− (len(s)/5)

, (5)

where c is a constant and relates to the intended target and
len(s) denotes the length of string s.

6. Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we frst introduce the implementation of the
IMCSA. Ten, we evaluate its performance through com-
parative experiments.

6.1. Experiment Setup

6.1.1. Implementation. We have implemented IMCSA using
Python and deployed it on a Windows system, and our
experiment was carried out on AMD R7-5800H, 3.2GHz,
with 16GB memory.

Te goal of IMCSA is to improve the accuracy of message
clustering results. To evaluate the efectiveness of IMCSA, we
have chosen Netzob [16] and AutoReEngine [26] as base-
lines. Among them, AutoReEngine does not release its
source code, and we replicated it according to the method
mentioned in the article [26]. Ten, we performed cluster
analysis on the dataset using each of the three tools.

6.1.2. Datasets. To test the applicability of IMCSA, we se-
lected fve industrial control protocols. Table 1 shows the
statistical information of the dataset [31]. For each protocol,
we fltered 300 messages for the experiment except Heart
due to lack of enough messages. Moreover, we used Netplier
[19] which introduced a posteriori probabilities to detect
true keywords and obtain the true format, to extract the true
format of the messages in the dataset.

6.1.3. Metrics. In this paper, we use two common metrics
[32] for clustering performance evaluation to assess the
accuracy of our clustering results.

(i) Homogeneity Score. Homogeneity implies whether
the samples in each cluster of the clustering result are
sufciently similar; in this paper, it means whether
messages in the same cluster belong to the same true
format.

(ii) Completeness Score. Completeness means whether
samples with high similarity are clustered into one
cluster; in this paper, it means whether messages of
the same format belong to the same set.

6.2. Experiment Result

6.2.1. Accuracy. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, IMCSA
outperforms the other two tools clearly. As we have ob-
served, Netzob and AutoReEngine make it hard to balance
both homogeneity and completeness. Netzob generates
more clusters to improve the similarity of messages within
clusters; however, this also creates redundancy. Tis is be-
cause Netzob selects words with fxed ofset positions as
keywords for clustering, which leads to a low completeness
score. On the contrary, AutoReEngine selects frequent se-
quences as keywords for clustering, which efectively reduces
redundancy. However, it does not perform well in terms of
accuracy because the frequent set is not accurate enough.
IMCSA produces considerable improvements in both as-
pects through algorithm improvements. Moreover, since we
have chosen fve diferent protocols for experimentation in
diferent environments, this refects the applicability of our
system.

6.2.2. Time Overhead. Furthermore, we conducted perfor-
mance tests on IMCSA to evaluate its efciency in fnding
keywords. As shown in Figure 5, IMCSA is more efcient
than AutoReEngine in fnding keywords. Tis is because we
optimize the construction of frequent sequence candidate
sets, which reduces the number of loops of the algorithm.

Security and Communication Networks 7



Netzob’s performance is slightly slower in terms of efciency
because it calculates the additional information needed for
the subsequent stages.

In summary, IMCSA shows good performance in
clustering industrial control protocol messages without
additional time overhead, which improves the similarity of
messages within clusters and efectively reduces redundancy.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, to address the problem of the high time
overhead of existing reverse methods for industrial control
protocols based on sequence alignment, we analytically
transform the problem into how to provide a better sequence
matching space. On this basis, we propose the BGW algo-
rithm for fnding keywords of protocol messages and im-
plement the BGW-based IMCSA clustering model to
provide a better sequence alignment space. IMCSA can
improve the clustering efect in the message preprocessing
stage and reduce unnecessary alignment in the sequence
alignment stage. Our experimental evaluation shows that
IMCSA possesses good applicability and performs well in
industrial control protocol message clustering and can
improve the efciency of the algorithm without degrading
the overall algorithm accuracy.

Future work will combine tag information to optimize
sequence alignment and semantic inference stages.
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